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Introduction
This manual describes the features and operations of the Kiive Audio Warmy EP1A
Tube EQ plugin. To be sure you understand how to use your plugin and understand
all of the subtleties, please read this manual in its entirety.
The information contained in this manual is believed to be correct at the time of
publication. However, if an error has unfortunately found its way into its contents,
please let us know.
The Warmy EP1A is an analog modelled plugin based on a modern pultec style EQ.
The Warmy EP1A offers many EQ options, from the classic pultec “trick”, to an
adjustable emulation of the driven tube tones through the “mix” knob and added
frequencies!
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Quick Start
Installation
The Warmy EP1A is available as a plug-in in VST, AU and AAX formats for use with all
major DAW software such as Live, Cubase, Logic, Pro Tools, StudioOne, Reaper, etc.
Installation from the macOS installer is automatic. The installer takes care of copying
the different plug-ins as well as presets, manual, etc. into the appropriate locations.
Installation from the Windows installer requires dragging and dropping of the plugin
files to the appropriate folder location on your pc according to your setup. Common
locations for plugins would be:
VST:

C:\Program Files\VstPlugins
C:\Program Files\Steinberg\VstPlugins
C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST2
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Steinberg\VST2
AAX:

C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins

Activation
No Activation Required as this is a Free plugin.

First Steps
After Installation, Load the “Warmy EP1A” plugin on the track of your choice in your
DAW (Plugin listed under the EQ Category in Pro Tools) and then Warmy is now
ready to be put to work. (There is no Authorization required for this Free Plugin)
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User Interface

The user interface consists of 2 separate panels:
-

The toolbar, common to all Kiive Audio plug-ins (Bottom)

-

The control panel, specific to the plug-in. This panel consists of the low band,
high band and a bandwidth Q.

Key Commands
A few key Commands can be used in all Kiive Audio plugins to get full access to all
the controls.
-

SHIFT + CLICK: Use this key command on any knob in the plugin to enter in
the exact value you want.
DOUBLE CLICK: Use this command on any knob to return its value to the
default state.
CMD / CTRL + CLICK: This command will allow you to adjust values in
smaller, more precise increments.
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The Toolbar

The toolbar on the Warmy EP1A consists of six sections to help navigate the plugin.
-

Input / Output
- Allows adjustments in volume by +/- 20dB into or out of the plugin.

-

Presets
- Clicking on the presets button will open up our preset menu which will
give you access to our included factory presets or save your own under
user presets,

-

Oversampling
- Our oversampling menu allows you to choose from 1x, 2x, 4x, 8x, and
16x oversampling options.

-

Mix
-

The mix knob is not like any old mix knob. This knob controls the tube
emulation of the actual unit. Keep it low to add subtle tube harmonics
or crank it up to break up the signal with saturation.

-

Undo / Redo
- The undo and redo buttons will simply undo or redo any changes
made to the plugin parameters.

-

Gear Button
- Clicking the gear button will open up a hidden menu, used for resizing
the GUI of the plugin. Switch between 50%, 75%, 100% (Default), 125%
and 150%.
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The Control Panel
-

LowBand: The LowBand section contains three knobs and one switch. The
switch bypasses the entire EQ circuit and allows you to just run audio through
the plugin's analog and tube (mix knob) emulation. The low boost knob lets
you boost the frequency up to 10dB. The low cut knob lets you cut the
frequency by 10dB. Using these two knobs together will engage our non
linear algorithm found in the original unit so you can create many different EQ
curves or use the classic “pultec trick”. The final knob is your frequency
Selector, This is a stepped knob with values of (20Hz, 30Hz, 60Hz, 100Hz,
200Hz, 400Hz, and 800Hz)

-

HighBand: The HighBand section contains four knobs and one switch. The
switch bypasses the entire plugin. The high boost knob lets you boost the
frequency up to 10dB. The high cut knob lets you cut the frequency by 10dB.
Using these two knobs together will engage our non linear algorithm found in
the original unit so you can create many different EQ curves or use the classic
“pultec trick”. The high frequency boost knob is a stepped knob with values of
(3kHz, 4kHz, 5kHz, 8kHz, 10kHz, 12kHz, and 16kHz). The high frequency cut
knob is a stepped knob with values of (3kHz, 4kHz, 5kHz, 10kHz, and 20kHz)

-

Bandwidth: The Bandwidth knob lets you change the “Q” of the high
frequency with a narrow “Q” when set to 0 all the way to wide “Q” when set to
10.

